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TOPICE : CONSTRUCTOR, SUPER ,THIS,IIB,SIB

1. By default from every subclass constructor, super class no-arg constructor is executing (T/F)?
2. Constructor first statement should be _____________?
3. Is it possible to develop a constructor without super() (or) this() as a first statement (Y/N)?
4. Is it possible to keep super() calling statement as a second statement in the constructor?
5. Is it possible to call super class constructor from a subclass constructor?
6. Is it possible to incorporate both super() and this() inside a constructor body (Y/N)?
7. What this() represents?
8. What super() represents?
9. By using this() calling statement, is it possible to call super class constructor (Y/N)?
10.

If we are a developing a constructor without super() (or) this() as a first statement, then at

the time of compilation, what compiler will do?
11. According to compiler every class should be a subclass to _____________?
12. In which package, Object class is there?
13. Object class is developed by ___________?
14. Whichever classes we are developing inside a .java file, all the classes should be a subclass to
Object class (T/F)?
15. The Object class constructor is a static (or) non-static?
16. In order to execute a class minimum how many constructors should required?
17. Constructors are storing inside a heap (T/F)?
18. SIB’s and IIB’s are not storing inside a heap (T/F)?
19. If constructor first statement is super (), then only there will be a calling statement to IIB (T/F)?
20. If constructor first statement is this (), then there will not be a calling statement to IIB (T/F)?
21. Is it possible to achieve constructor chain without super () (Y/N)?
22).

class P
{

static
{System.out.println("sdjinfosoft");
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{

System.out.println(“javapadho.com");

}
} Ans.
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